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The only guarantee in today’s market is disruption. What’s more, in 2019, competition remains 

stiff, consumers are increasingly well-informed and discriminating, and many organizations remain 

hampered by operational silos and ramshackled processes. And with economic expansion on 

the brink of a slowdown, executives at all-sized organizations must practice caution and 

moderation while still driving growth. 

Fortunately, as revenue operations take a firmer foothold in business—aligning the columns of 

marketing, sales and customer experience into a sharpened operational funnel in the 

process—information-sharing and unification will help orgs weather the disruption, and with time, 

act as a much-needed value-driver and market differentiator for high-growth companies. 

And so, in tribute to the act of sharing 

information and breaking down silos, we 

conducted a conversation with a collection 

of CROs, CMOs, COOs and CCOs that should 

help paint a picture of the trends, challenges 

and dead-ends that lie ahead for revenue 

leaders in 2019 and beyond.
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79% listed leveraging company executives and leadership for network introductions as 

their tactic of choice.

A few respondents found this reliance on executive and leadership networks for pipeline 

generation surprising, with Dustin Clinard stating that "while this could make sense for very 

early-stage or for larger deals," there's a real concern that it "may be a sign that as sales team 

grow in size they may not be growing as quickly in sophistication."

74%

To start, a survey of the land. When asked what their 

single biggest prediction for the sales and marketing 

landscape would be for 2019, 74% of respondents 

listed that channel sales will be the main 

revenue-driver, accounting for more than 60% of 

revenue (with outbound sales continuing to free fall).

And when it comes to pipeline generation, there’s a 

clear winner when it comes to ‘best tactic.’

of respondents listed that 
channel sales will be the 

main revenue-driver

While leveraging relationships at the 
executive level has stood the test of time, 
it's a strategy that is not a scalable part of 

a revenue generation engine.
- Dustin Clinard, VP of Strategic Partnerships at Betterworks
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Once a sales pipeline has been built, the most effective sales execution strategy is clear.

65% say that constant questioning of assumptions until a paper is signed is the way to go. 

Some potential housecleaning: when asked what revenue-generating tactic has a limited lifespan, 

66% of reponses pointed to LinkedIn connection spamming as one they see becoming 

obsolete this year.

LinkedIn drew some colorful criticism from respondents. Diff Head of Revenue Melissa Pegus 

clamored that "LinkedIn has had its heyday" while Alternate Route Co-Founder & Principal Jessica 

Wilkeyson voiced that its value "has significantly diminished over the past two years," and 

predicted that:

Niche, gated 'social' networks will rise 
to unseat [it] as the go-to community 

platform for social networking in 
business, online and offline.

From a marketing standpoint, the biggest trends over the next year are seen as follows, with 

two in particular hogging the limelight:

Looked at another way, though it's good "the proven, most authentic form of opening doors by 

leveraging relationships at the executive level has stood the test of time," it's nonetheless a 

"strategy that is not a scalable part of a revenue generation engine" as it "does not get you to 

the broader ‘majority’ of buyers you need in order to hit real growth and adoption strategies,” 

says BERA Brand Management Head of Sales Chris Bondarenko. Which brings up a question all 

revenue leaders should be asking themselves and their organizations: how do we better employ 

new methods (strategies, technology, data availability) of pipeline generation that are more 

scalable and form the basis of a revenue generation engine?

- Jessica Wilkeyson, Co-Founder & Principal, Alternate Route
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With the understanding that the act of hiring remains a difficult pursuit, 69% of respondents 

see Revenue Operations as the hardest role to hire for in the revenue org.

When questioned what department sales development reps (SDRs) should report to, whether 

marketing or sales?

If outreach isn’t directly relevant to a 
potential customer then it’s bound to 

be deleted, trashed, or otherwise 
viewed as 'spammy.

More house cleaning: in terms of marketing strategies that are seen as nearing obsoletion, large 

expos and conferences lead the pack.

Given that they’ve become harder to stand out in, and have become avenues less responsive 

to new opportunities, 71% view large expos and conferences as becoming obsolete in the 

coming year.

70%70% of execs see further adoption and execution of omni-channel 

(to reach buyers with the right message at the right time) as a 

leading trend, while ‘heavier creation of content and insights to 

help drive buyers through buyer engagement’ was listed by 69% 

of respondents as another trend that will take hold.

of execs see further 
adoption and execution 

of omni-channel as a 
leading trend

In sum, relevancy was highlighted as a must-have for all sales outreach and communication 

strategies. As Clinard put it,



said SDRs should 
report to sales.

67%

86%
were optimistic about 
their 12-month growth 

outlook.

Growth outlook for the next 12 months, meanwhile, was sunny.

And perhaps the reason for the optimism lies below. Asked what percent 

of annual revenue target will their company hit in the next year, 33% 

of respondents believe their company will hit 100+% of their revenue 

target, while another 33% anticipate meeting 80-90% of their mark.

When asked what’s standing between them and their growth targets, 

a sizeable 74% of revenue leaders declared executive misalignment 

of products vs. services as their biggest obstacle.

When pressed to answer what advice they would give company 

founders and investors in order to improve their relationship with 

revenue leaders, 64% said that setting realistic goals would be of help.
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Speaking on the matter of misalignment,  Clinard thinks it "points to the bigger idea at early-stage 

companies that founders and tech leaders often have idealistic, rather than realistic, ideas about 

revenue growth goals." Therefore,

Revenue leaders need to be very involved in 
determining goals so that things like new 

hire onboarding time, sales cycle times, and 
customer churn can be discussed and yield a 
more realistic picture that ultimately drives 

predictable performance and higher 
employee engagement.

- Dustin Clinard, VP of Strategic Partnerships at Betterworks
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Just 45% of respondents listed ‘very satisfied’ when asked ‘how satisfied are you in your 

current role’? 

On the topic of building operational efficiencies, we asked what people’s favorite new app or 

technology was (that came out this year).

And to cap things off, when asked what startup could be anticipated as the biggest disruptor 

this year within the sales and marketing tech stack, 69% of people listed omnichannel CDPs 

like Braze and Iterable as the leading answer.

IN SUMMARY
Revenue leaders and executives often face great volatility, without taking into account the already 

calamitous waters they must navigate high-growth businesses through. With that said, just as 

businesses stand to gain from consolidated information structures and unified collaboration and 

accountability, commercial growth operators can thrive off the support and collective wisdom 

of their peers. Pooled from a conversation with members of Revenue Collective, an exclusive 

community of proven commercial executives, we hope this report will help accelerate your 

growth, and help you navigate the coming year a bit more confidently.

responded with productivity tools for their sales 
team, as they help with day-to-day management 
of remote squads.

of people listed omnichannel CDPs like Braze 
and Iterable as the leading answer.


